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Your past does not define you!  
The Ditch the Baggage Series teaches a biblical model for lasting freedom from life-sapping thoughts and 
behaviors that block us from living life as it is supposed to be lived in Christ. This practical series includes a 
Book, an in-depth Study (for individual or group use), and corresponding Videos. These resources can be used 
separately or in conjunction with each other.

Ditch the Baggage is for anyone of any age who desires to walk in greater freedom and wholeness. For some 
people freedom means walking away from a terrible memory or experience like divorce or rape. For others, 
freedom means getting “unstuck” from nagging fears or insecurities. Whatever issues you’re facing or have faced, 
this series can help you ditch the baggage and redefine your life!

BOOK:
• Introduces 7 keys to lasting freedom, the same biblical principles used  
 with thousands of hurting girls in Mercy homes for decades:

• Includes practical ways to apply each key

STUDY: 
• Explores each of the 7 keys in depth, and explains how to apply each  
 key to personal circumstances
• Designed for individual, one-on-one, or small group settings
• 11-week study features daily assignments, reflection questions, and  
 Bible references, plus weekly journal pages
• Leader’s Guide includes suggested questions and notes for each group  
 meeting, and training and tips for leading others through the study 

VIDEOS:
• Featuring Nancy Alcorn, Ditch the Baggage book author and Founder  
 and President of Mercy Multiplied
• 8 videos available: one video for each of the 7 keys to freedom, plus  
 a bonus video on “Unlocking Your Future”
• Inspiring stories and testimonies illustrate each key 

To learn more, visit MercyMultiplied.com/DitchTheBaggage.

$17$15

$2 
each

Available at MercyMultiplied.com/DitchTheBaggage 
*Bulk pricing available; contact Mercy Multiplied.

Available for download at  
MercyMultiplied.com/DitchTheBaggage

Available at Amazon.com, Barnes and Noble,  
and local Christian booksellers

 » Committing fully to Christ
 » Choosing to forgive
 » Renewing your mind
 » Breaking generational patterns

 » Healing life’s hurts
 » Conquering oppression
 » Learning principles of lifelong success
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What are others saying about the Ditch the Baggage Series?

This is excellent stuff! I’ve worked with hurting girls and women for nearly fifteen years and I’ve  
never seen such a guide as this. In my own way I tried to minister in my professional work. However,  

this counseling model beautifully illustrates how off the “world” is. – N A T A L I E

There was a concern that this study was only for people with serious issues but we soon realized  
we all have some baggage that could be blocking our communion with God. My group members 

all love the writing style - very matter of fact but powerful. – M I C H E L L E

I am on the ninth week of the curriculum, and I say with full confidence that I am walking  
in freedom as a new creation in Christ. Just like when a woman who had been subject to bleeding  

for twelve years was healed when she touched Jesus’ clothes, I found freedom and healing  
when I pressed into Him. I know my walk is not perfect, but I am 100% committed to  

freedom with my eyes being fixed on Jesus. – M U T S U M I  (Singapore) 

I am watching walls break down before my eyes. Remembering mannerisms and body  
language when we first started [the study] until now has been a breakthrough. The responses to their  

past has improved. The way they speak has changed. They are filling up their toolboxes. In the natural,  
things are happening –  job promotions, apartments, better relationships. One young lady shared  
information about her mom and the pain and anger that she felt - and now they are ministering  

to women in prison together. She talks about her mom differently now. – K A M E L A 

The woman [who I’m studying with] is just blowing my mind with how she is learning and growing and  
just letting God help her fit all the pieces of her life together that have been broken for so long! –  D A N A  

[The group members] are all thankful that this study is written. They all  
want everyone they know to go through this! – L I N D S E Y

[Being part of this study] has not only changed my life but my children’s as well. I feel hope. My faith is  
growing and my trust is again with my faithful Lord. How do you thank someone for changing your life?  

On this side of heaven you will never know the full impact you’ve all had in my world. – P A M E L A

Through Ditch the Baggage and the mentors God has put in my life, I realized that I have let Satan  
tell me who I am, and he is a LIAR! I have learned that all through God’s word there is truth I just have  

to look for it. The Devil still tries to tell me I am worthless, not good enough or that I come from evil but  
God is telling me the truth. And most importantly that it doesn’t matter how I was brought into this  

world, I am a treasured child of God (Galatians 3:26-29). God has great plans for my life and I am so  
excited to see what he has in store for my future.  I know I have a lot of work left to do but I am so  

thankful for the work God is doing in me. Thank you so much for this life changing journey. – T I N A

To learn more, visit MercyMultiplied.com/DitchTheBaggage.


